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Exercises[ edit ] Below are simple statements of logic that have a major premise which is then further
elucidated by a minor premise with the conclusion either being affirmative or negative. The answer must
contain the subject of the premise. Broccoli is a vegetable. Therefore, broccoli is good for you. This is an
example of what type of reasoning? Therefore, all vegetables are green. Why is this conclusion invalid?
Therefore, all fruits are sweet. What type of reasoning is this? Although most terms in geometry are defined
based on previously defined terms, it is impossible to define every geometric term this way. The first
geometric term cannot be defined based on previously defined terms. Although we cannot formally define
these three terms, we can informally describe them. We also use these terms to help us write definitions of
other terms such as segment or ray. There is no axiom that says that lines are drawn straight. What this means,
is that the definition of line depends on the theory that you are studying, so in Hyperbolic Geometry a line
does not look like a line in Euclidean Geometry, since they are defined differently. In Euclidean Geometry, a
point is thought of as having no breadth, width or height. Now imagine taking a very sharp pencil, and making
a dot on a piece of paper. Now imagine looking at it under a magnifying glass, the dot would be big, and we
would be able to see it has a height and a breadth. A point is not a dot, because a point would have neither
height nor breadth, but we can imagine that in the very middle of the dot is a point. This was used by Hume in
his A Treatise Of Human Nature to prove that postulates and axioms were not innate but a human construct of
understanding and therefore a posteriori. A point is usually represented by a dot on a piece of paper. A point is
useful because it tells us exactly where something is, and we can then build observations, conjectures, and
rules from that information. For example, we can say that two points determine a line. What this means is that
once you know where two points are, you know where the line that contains both of the points must be. In
Euclidean Geometry, a line is thought of as having length but neither width, nor height. A line is such that any
two points on the line describe the shortest distance between those two points. Lines also carry on forever in
both directions. Imagine a piece of string, hold the two ends and pull them tight. The string represents the
shortest distance between the two ends. Remember though that a line does not have any width or height.
Under a magnifying glass we see the string has width. A tightly drawn string is not a line, because a line
would not have a width, but we can imagine a line in the exact middle of the string. Now usually when we talk
about a line in geometry we mean a straight line as described above, but there are other lines in Euclidean
geometry, called curves. Curves are not straight. The circumference of a circle is an example of a curve. We
will get to circles later in the syllabus. Okay, we have talked about lines, now, so how do they behave? We
usually represent a line by drawing it on a piece of paper using a ruler to connect the points and extending it
past the points. We can take pieces of a line and call them line segments and we can cross two lines and get
both a point where they intersect and some angles. We can also choose to ignore half of a line by cutting it off
at a point and calling what we have left a ray. A plane has two dimensions: Both of these dimensions are
infinite, and, because there are only two dimensions, a plane is perfectly flat and infinitely thin, meaning it has
no thickness dimension. If you take two planes and make them intersect, you get a line more on that later and
if you take three points that are not all in the same line, there is only one plane that can contain all three more
on that later too. Planes are useful because a plane can hold all of the two dimensional flat shapes that
geometry uses. We usually think of one side of a piece of paper or a computer screen as part of a plane. While
this is not exactly correct, like the representations of a point and a line, this is useful. Exercises[ edit ] Section
1. They are the starting point from which any system in Mathematics ,such as geometry, is built up from. The
axioms of geometry state properties of points, lines, and planes that are consistent with our intuitive
understanding of them. For example, one axiom states that given two points there is a unique line that passes
through those two points a property of incidence between points and lines. In Euclidean geometry, there are
five axioms: A straight line segment can be drawn joining any two points. Any straight line segment can be
extended indefinitely in a straight line. Given any straight line segment, a circle can be drawn having the
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segment as its radius and one endpoint as its center. All right angles are congruent. Given a line and a point off
the line, exactly one new line can be drawn through the point that is parallel to the given line. From these
postulates we can deduce all the theorems of Euclidean geometry. Exercises[ edit ] 1 Draw a point on a piece
of paper. How many lines can you draw through that point? How many lines can you draw through both
points? How many lines can you draw through all three points? What undefinable object could connect all
three points? Is there a way to draw the points so that a line goes through all three? Vocabulary[ edit ]
Inductive Reasoning - process of reasoning in which the assumption of an argument supports the conclusion,
but does not ensure it Deductive Reasoning - process of reasoning in which the argument supports the
conclusion based upon a rule Conjecture - a mathematical statement which has been proposed as a true
statement, but which no one has yet been able to prove or disprove Theorem - a proposition that has been or is
to be proved on the basis of explicit assumptions Hypothesis - a proposed explanation which can be a
proposition "A causes B" Postulate - a mathematics statement which is used but cannot be proven Axiom - a
formal logical expression used in a deduction to yield further results Navigation.
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Many people believe that Yeshua ate a Passover meal with his disciples, as the Synoptic Gospels of Matthew,
Mark, and Luke appear to indicate. Is there a way to reconcile the two differing accounts? Can both accounts
be correct? By the time John wrote, Gentiles likely comprised a significant portion of the Church. John refers
to at least three Passovers during the ministry of Yeshua John 2: The first verse plainly states that this was
"before the feast of the Passover," which lasts for seven days from Nisan 15 through Nisan John is obviously
referring to the same night described by the other three Gospel writers Matt. John goes on to reiterate several
times that these events took place before Passover. Clearly, the Passover meal traditionally eaten on the
evening of Nisan 15 had not yet been observed. It is he to whom I shall give a piece of bread when I have
dipped it. Then Jesus said to him, "What you do, do quickly. And it was night. But they themselves did not go
into the Praetorium, lest they should be defiled, but that they might eat the Passover. And he [Pilate] said to
the Jews, "Behold your King! But exactly when was the Preparation Day? Bullinger, in Appendix to The
Companion Bible, states: As shown in John God commanded the Israelites to observe this high Sabbath every
year: No manner of work shall be done on them; but that which everyone must eat; that only may be prepared
by you. Therefore you shall observe this day throughout your generations as an everlasting ordinance.
Matthew says it was "the first of Unleavened Bread. However, Mark and Luke add an additional detail that
helps clarify the time. Mark says it was "the first day of Unleavened Bread, when they killed the Passover";
Luke states it was "the day of Unleavened Bread when the Passover must be killed. The Jews have
traditionally interpreted "between the evenings" to mean "in the afternoon. In The Wars of the Jews, Josephus
records that in the 1st century, the Passover lambs were slaughtered "from the ninth hour till the eleventh"
Wars 6. They asked him where he wanted them to prepare to eat the Passover meal, which would occur the
next night see John Luke records that in response to their question, Yeshua instructed Peter and John how to
find the place where they should prepare to eat the Passover on the night of Nisan He told them the owner of
the house would show them a large furnished upper room. Mark and Luke both state that it was there, in that
room, that they were to prepare for the Passover Mark As you can see from all three accounts Matt. If the
time between sunset and dark on the 14th was the correct time to slay the Passover lambs, as some erroneously
teach, why would they have waited so very late to question Christ about preparing for the meal? Or if the
Passover meal would not take place for at least another 24 hours, why would they prepare for it that evening?
Judah says, "They seek out [leaven] 1 on the night of the fourteenth, 2 on the fourteenth in the morning, and 3
at the time of removal. And sages say, "[If] one did not seek out [leaven] on the night of the fourteenth, he
may seek it out 1 on the fourteenth. On the evening of the 13th Nisan [as that day ended and Nisan 14 began],
which, until that of the 14th, was called the "preparation for the Passover" John Before beginning the search
he pronounced the following benediction: As mentioned earlier, the Jews ate the Passover meal on the night of
Nisan 15, which was the beginning of the Feast of Unleavened Bread. The Messiah would not be able to eat
the Passover lamb because he was destined to be sacrificed as our Passover I Cor. But instead of explaining to
them then that he would be in the grave when the time came to eat the Passover lamb, he simply told his
disciples where to prepare to eat the Passover meal. After Peter and John had deleavened the room and made
ready for the upcoming feast, Yeshua used their final meal together on the night of the 14th to instruct his
disciples one last time before his death. In this Scripture, Yeshua says: It literally means "with desire I desired.
Yeshua uses epithumia in this sense in Luke Christ truly longed to eat that coming Passover with his
disciples, but his desire could not be realized! It was forbidden because it would have destroyed the plan of
God, since Christ was destined to be sacrificed as our Passover lamb on the afternoon before the Passover
meal. Jewish scholar David H. Stern writes of this meal: The Last Supper is considered by most scholars to
have been a Passover meal or Seder. Many Pesach themes are deepened, reinforced and given new levels of
meaning by events in the life of Yeshua the Messiah and by his words on this night. Here is the background
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for his argument. With a modicum of foresight a rabbi can plan to complete a tractate on Nisan 14 and thus
avoid having to fast; doing so is not construed as cheating, and in fact it has become the custom. The tradition
of the Fast of the Firstborn dates at least from Mishnaic times. This solution would also resolve the perceived
conflict between Yochanan [John] and the Synoptic Gospels over the timing of the Last Supper. Thus it is
clear, that. None of the four Gospels mentions a lamb being eaten at the "last supper. In addition,
Deuteronomy As shown above, God did not allow that the Israelites to sacrifice the Passover anywhere they
wanted, but only at the place where He chose to put His name. Simply because the Jews who then controlled
the Temple ritual would not have permitted anyone to kill their Passover lambs approximately 21 hours before
they allowed, and supervised, the killing of Passover lambs in the court of the Temple! Yeshua and his
disciples obviously could not have eaten a Passover lamb with their meal that night. Matthew, Mark, and Luke
all record that Yeshua died at the ninth hour 3: This is the same time Josephus records that the slaughter of the
Passover lambs commenced. Christ fulfilled the symbolism of the Passover lambs exactly by giving his life
just as the unblemished Passover lambs began to be slain on the 14th of Nisan! A careful study of all four
Gospels shows that Yeshua and the disciples did not eat the Passover meal. There was no way they could
have, since the time had not yet come to sacrifice the Passover lambs. They simply prepared for the Passover
by deleavening the location they planned to use for the Feast. Afterward they ate some type of celebratory or
preparatory meal on the evening of Nisan At this supper, Yeshua instituted the New Covenant symbols of the
bread and wine. After the meal, Judas Iscariot rose and left to betray Yeshua to the Jewish authorities. When
approached with an open mind and the belief that the Scriptures cannot be broken John
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Her surname is sometimes erroneously given as Porter. Immanuel Kant believed that his paternal grandfather
Hans Kant was of Scottish origin. He was brought up in a Pietist household that stressed religious devotion,
humility, and a literal interpretation of the Bible. He never married, but seemed to have a rewarding social life
â€” he was a popular teacher and a modestly successful author even before starting on his major philosophical
works. A common myth is that Kant never traveled more than 16 kilometres 9. Young scholar[ edit ] Kant
showed a great aptitude for study at an early age. He first attended the Collegium Fridericianum from which
he graduated at the end of the summer of Knutzen dissuaded Kant from the theory of pre-established harmony
, which he regarded as "the pillow for the lazy mind". The theory of transcendental idealism that Kant later
included in the Critique of Pure Reason was developed partially in opposition to traditional idealism. In , he
published his first philosophical work, Thoughts on the True Estimation of Living Forces written in â€” Kant
also correctly deduced that the Milky Way was a large disk of stars , which he theorized formed from a much
larger spinning gas cloud. He further suggested that other distant "nebulae" might be other galaxies. These
postulations opened new horizons for astronomy, for the first time extending it beyond the Solar System to
galactic and intergalactic realms. In the early s, Kant produced a series of important works in philosophy. Two
more works appeared the following year: To miss this distinction would mean to commit the error of
subreption , and, as he says in the last chapter of the dissertation, only in avoiding this error does metaphysics
flourish. The issue that vexed Kant was central to what 20th-century scholars called "the philosophy of mind ".
The flowering of the natural sciences had led to an understanding of how data reaches the brain. Sunlight
falling on an object is reflected from its surface in a way that maps the surface features color, texture, etc. The
reflected light reaches the human eye, passes through the cornea, is focused by the lens onto the retina where it
forms an image similar to that formed by light passing through a pinhole into a camera obscura. The retinal
cells send impulses through the optic nerve and then they form a mapping in the brain of the visual features of
the object. The interior mapping is not the exterior object, and our belief that there is a meaningful relationship
between the object and the mapping in the brain depends on a chain of reasoning that is not fully grounded.
But the uncertainty aroused by these considerations, by optical illusions, misperceptions, delusions, etc. Kant
saw that the mind could not function as an empty container that simply receives data from outside. Something
must be giving order to the incoming data. Images of external objects must be kept in the same sequence in
which they were received. It is often claimed that Kant was a late developer, that he only became an important
philosopher in his mids after rejecting his earlier views. While it is true that Kant wrote his greatest works
relatively late in life, there is a tendency to underestimate the value of his earlier works. Recent Kant
scholarship has devoted more attention to these "pre-critical" writings and has recognized a degree of
continuity with his mature work. In correspondence with his ex-student and friend Markus Herz , Kant
admitted that, in the inaugural dissertation, he had failed to account for the relation between our sensible and
intellectual faculties. He needed to explain how we combine what is known as sensory knowledge with the
other type of knowledge â€” i. These two being are related but have very different processes. Kant also
credited David Hume with awakening him from dogmatic slumber circa Ideas such as "cause", goodness, or
objects were not evident in experience, so why do we believe in the reality of these? Kant felt that reason
could remove this skepticism, and he set himself to solving these problems. He did not publish any work in
philosophy for the next 11 years. Any change makes me apprehensive, even if it offers the greatest promise of
improving my condition, and I am persuaded by this natural instinct of mine that I must take heed if I wish
that the threads which the Fates spin so thin and weak in my case to be spun to any length. My great thanks, to
my well-wishers and friends, who think so kindly of me as to undertake my welfare, but at the same time a
most humble request to protect me in my current condition from any disturbance. Although now uniformly
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recognized as one of the greatest works in the history of philosophy, this Critique was largely ignored upon its
initial publication. The book was long, over pages in the original German edition, and written in a convoluted
style. It received few reviews, and these granted it no significance. These well-received and readable tracts
include one on the earthquake in Lisbon that was so popular that it was sold by the page. Recognizing the need
to clarify the original treatise, Kant wrote the Prolegomena to any Future Metaphysics in as a summary of its
main views. In , Karl Leonhard Reinhold published a series of public letters on Kantian philosophy. Friedrich
Jacobi had accused the recently deceased Gotthold Ephraim Lessing a distinguished dramatist and
philosophical essayist of Spinozism. The controversy gradually escalated into a debate about the values of the
Enlightenment and the value of reason. Later work and death[ edit ] Kant published a second edition of the
Critique of Pure Reason Kritik der reinen Vernunft in , heavily revising the first parts of the book. Most of his
subsequent work focused on other areas of philosophy. The Critique of Judgment the third Critique applied the
Kantian system to aesthetics and teleology. It was in this critique where Kant wrote one of his most popular
statements, "it is absurd to hope that another Newton will arise in the future who will make comprehensible to
us the production of a blade of grass according to natural laws". There were several journals devoted solely to
defending and criticizing Kantian philosophy. Despite his success, philosophical trends were moving in
another direction. Kant opposed these developments and publicly denounced Fichte in an open letter in Kant
wrote a book discussing his theory of virtue in terms of independence which he believed was "a viable modern
alternative to more familiar Greek views about virtue". This book is often criticized for its hostile tone and for
not articulating his thoughts about autocracy comprehensibly. In the self-governance model of Aristotelian
virtue, the non-rational part of the soul can be made to listen to reason through training. Although Kantian
self-governance appears to involve "a rational crackdown on appetites and emotions" with lack of harmony
between reason and emotion, Kantian virtue denies requiring "self-conquest, self-suppression, or
self-silencing". They dispute that "the self-mastery constitutive of virtue is ultimately mastery over our
tendency of will to give priority to appetite or emotion unregulated by duty, it does not require extirpating,
suppressing, or silencing sensibility in general". Please help improve this article by adding citations to reliable
sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. Kant maintained that one ought to think
autonomously, free of the dictates of external authority. His work reconciled many of the differences between
the rationalist and empiricist traditions of the 18th century. He had a decisive impact on the Romantic and
German Idealist philosophies of the 19th century. His work has also been a starting point for many 20th
century philosophers. Kant asserted that, because of the limitations of argumentation in the absence of
irrefutable evidence , no one could really know whether there is a God and an afterlife or not. All the
preparations of reason, therefore, in what may be called pure philosophy, are in reality directed to those three
problems only [God, the soul, and freedom]. However, these three elements in themselves still hold
independent, proportional, objective weight individually. Moreover, in a collective relational context; namely,
to know what ought to be done: As this concerns our actions with reference to the highest aims of life, we see
that the ultimate intention of nature in her wise provision was really, in the constitution of our reason, directed
to moral interests only. If he fails to do either as often occurs , he may still ask whether it is in his interest to
accept one or the other of the alternatives hypothetically, from the theoretical or the practical point of view.
Hence the question no longer is as to whether perpetual peace is a real thing or not a real thing, or as to
whether we may not be deceiving ourselves when we adopt the former alternative, but we must act on the
supposition of its being real. This, however, is possible in an intelligible world only under a wise author and
ruler. Reason compels us to admit such a ruler, together with life in such a world, which we must consider as
future life, or else all moral laws are to be considered as idle dreams He never used the "Copernican
revolution" phrase about himself, but it has often been applied to his work by others. These teachings placed
the active, rational human subject at the center of the cognitive and moral worlds. Kant argued that the rational
order of the world as known by science was not just the accidental accumulation of sense perceptions.
Conceptual unification and integration is carried out by the mind through concepts or the "categories of the
understanding " operating on the perceptual manifold within space and time. The latter are not concepts, [74]
but are forms of sensibility that are a priori necessary conditions for any possible experience. However, Kant
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also speaks of the thing in itself or transcendental object as a product of the human understanding as it
attempts to conceive of objects in abstraction from the conditions of sensibility. The notion of the " thing in
itself " was much discussed by philosophers after Kant. It was argued that because the "thing in itself" was
unknowable, its existence must not be assumed. Rather than arbitrarily switching to an account that was
ungrounded in anything supposed to be the "real," as did the German Idealists, another group arose to ask how
our presumably reliable accounts of a coherent and rule-abiding universe were actually grounded. This new
kind of philosophy became known as Phenomenology , and its founder was Edmund Husserl. With regard to
morality , Kant argued that the source of the good lies not in anything outside the human subject, either in
nature or given by God , but rather is only the good will itself. A good will is one that acts from duty in
accordance with the universal moral law that the autonomous human being freely gives itself. This
necessitates practical self-reflection in which we universalize our reasons. These ideas have largely framed or
influenced all subsequent philosophical discussion and analysis. Theory of perception[ edit ] Main article:
Critique of Pure Reason Kant defines his theory of perception in his influential work the Critique of Pure
Reason , which has often been cited as the most significant volume of metaphysics and epistemology in
modern philosophy. Kant maintains that our understanding of the external world had its foundations not
merely in experience, but in both experience and a priori concepts , thus offering a non-empiricist critique of
rationalist philosophy, which is what has been referred to as his Copernican revolution. On the other hand, a
synthetic statement is one that tells us something about the world. The truth or falsehood of synthetic
statements derives from something outside their linguistic content. In this instance, weight is not a necessary
predicate of the body; until we are told the heaviness of the body we do not know that it has weight. In this
case, experience of the body is required before its heaviness becomes clear. Hume and rationalists cf. Leibniz
assumed that all synthetic statements required experience to be known. Kant, however, contests this: This
becomes part of his over-all argument for transcendental idealism. That is, he argues that the possibility of
experience depends on certain necessary conditions â€” which he calls a priori forms â€” and that these
conditions structure and hold true of the world of experience.
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To it I am as it were in wedlock. It is my Catherine. As Richard Longenecker points out: The most
uncontroverted matter in the study of Galatians is that the letter was written by Paul, the Christian apostle
whose ministry is portrayed in the Acts of the Apostles. The letter begins by naming him as its author 1:
Furthermore, the nature of its theological argument, its distinctive use of Scripture in support of that argument,
the character of its impassioned appeals, and the style of writing all point to Paul as its author. If Galatians is
not by Paul, no NT letter is by him, for none has any better claim. Destination With respect to the first of the
problems, that is, the destination of the letter, the text of Galatians 1: But, the interpretive question is: Bruce
summarizes the heart of the issue with respect to the destination of the epistle, The question before us is:
Where were these churches and who were the Galatians? Should we locate them in the territory of the former
kingdom of Galatia or somewhere else in the more extensive Roman province of Galatia, which included the
former kingdom and much additional territory? Were the recipients of the letter Galatians in the ethnic sense,
or only in the political sense, as inhabitants of the Roman province of that name? To which visit in Acts, 14 if
any, 15 does the visit in Galatians 2 relate? Indeed, this question must be answered before one can posit a date
for the book. But, as with many aspects of this study, this too is a thorny issue, yielding itself only to a very
tentative solution at best. Those who argue for the North theory generally advance the following points: Thus
it is most likely that Luke Acts In other words, they were in Lycaonia when they received the prohibition not
to preach in Asia so they continued north into the geographical district of Galatia. Thus we cannot necessarily
appeal to that, except as corroborating evidence; 2 the book of Acts records no churches in the north, but it
does record the spread of the Pauline gospel in the South; 3 As Boice 22 points out, Paul seems to prefer
provincial titles when referring to churches cf. The apostle also speaks of Judea, Syria and Cilicia 23 cf.
Indeed, it appears that this argument is more crucial to the North Galatia view; 6 Paul and Barnabas were
together on the first missionary journey cf. Acts 13, 14 and therefore Barnabas would have been known to the
churches of south Galatia. With this in mind, it has been argued that these agitators would have followed Paul
into south Galatia, but most likely not into the more difficult region of north Galatia. In summary, there are
several good arguments for both sides of this issue. But, there are some major problems with this line of
reasoning. Luke is only a secondary source, it is Paul to whom we must principally turn. And since we know
that Paul did indeed establish churches in the South Acts 13, 14 , the south Galatia theory seems to better
accommodate the facts. Relation to Acts Many scholars have argued that the events described in Galatians 2:
This association is based in part on similarities in people e. But this view has some internal inconsistencies in
it. First, Paul mentions a private meeting in Galatians, but the meeting in Acts 15 is definitely public. Second,
Acts does not mention Titus, but Galatians does. And further, in Galatians Paul says he went in response to a
revelation, but Acts does not indicate this. These latter two objections, however, are of no material
consequence and can easily be accounted for. There are, however, two serious objections to identifying
Galatians 2: First, it is very difficult to conceive Paul not mentioning the favorable decree of the council in his
letter to the Galatian churches if he indeed knew it. The second objection raised against equating Acts 15 with
Galatians 2: If this theory stands, Paul has omitted one of his visits to Jerusalem, namely, the famine visit,
since 1: There is better evidence to suggest that Acts Surely Peter, even though he possessed a vacillating
spirit, would not have done such a thing after the Jerusalem church, that is, those who caused it the first time
Gal. Second, it is further difficult to imagine that the Judaizers could have accomplished so much damage, as
the letter to the Galatians indicates, if Galatians 2: Third, Paul appears to be listing his visits to Jerusalem, in
succession 25 since his conversion. This would mean that Galatians 2: Fourth, in Galatians 1: This occurred
after his first visit 1: If this is true then, he did not evangelize in Galatia until after his second visit to
Jerusalem and therefore, Galatians 2: An important objection concerns the chronological problem inherent in
saying that Galatians 2 is equivalent to the famine visit. Most are in agreement that the famine visit took place
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around A. This has been solved in at least three 27 ways by various writers: With these solutions in mind, or a
combination of them, the chronological problem need to not be insurmountable. Those who hold to the North
Galatia theory cite this as a reference to Acts This would fit well with dating the letter before the Jerusalem
Council. This interpretation of the destination opened the door for the possibility that the letter preceded the
Jerusalem Council. Indeed, there is an identity between Galatians 2 and Acts Working within these
parameters, Bruce says the most probable place to put the letter seems to be on the eve of the Jerusalem
meeting described in Acts The polemic is immediately set forth in 1: The point is, if the agitators could
undermine the credibility of the messenger i. In chapters 3 and 4 Paul lays out an experiential and theological
argument for the purity and accuracy of his gospel. And then, in chapters , he sets forth the practical
implications of his gospel, properly understood. His gospel does not lead to libertinism; this results only from
unintentional misunderstanding the Galatians or intentional mischaracterization his opponents. Thus the letter
hangs together as a unified argument for the Pauline gospel and the freedom from sin to which it leads. For
example, it is not likely that Gentile Christians or Jewish proselytes would so vehemently stress circumcision
5:
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Steroids should be used with caution in the presence of glaucoma. If this product is used for 10 days or longer,
IOP should be monitored. In those diseases causing thinning of the cornea or sclera, perforations have been
known to occur with the use of topical steroids. The initial prescription and renewal of the medication order
beyond 28 days should be made by a physician only after examination of the patient with the aid of
magnification such as slit lamp biomicroscopy and, where appropriate, fluorescein staining. In acute purulent
conditions, steroids may mask infection or enhance existing infection. If signs and symptoms fail to improve
after 2 days, the patient should be reevaluated. Use of ocular steroids may prolong the course and may
exacerbate the severity of many viral infections of the eye. Fungus invasion must be considered in any
persistent corneal ulceration where a steroid has been used or is in use. Fungal culture should be taken when
appropriate. Remove contact lenses prior to instillation of Durezol. The preservative in Durezol may be
absorbed by soft contact lenses. Lenses may be reinserted after 10 minutes following administration of
Durezol. Most of these reactions may have been the consequence of the surgical procedure. It is difficult to
extrapolate these doses of Durezol to maximum daily human doses of Durezol, since Durezol is administered
topically with minimal systemic absorption, and Durezol blood levels were not measured in the reproductive
animal studies. However, since use of Durezol during human pregnancy has not been evaluated and cannot
rule out the possibility of harm, Durezol should be used during pregnancy only if the potential benefit justifies
the potential risk to the embryo or fetus. Systemically administered corticosteroids appear in human milk and
could suppress growth, interfere with endogenous corticosteroid production, or cause other untoward effects.
Caution should be exercised when Durezol is administered to a nursing woman. Durezol is represented by the
following structural formula: Durezol has a molecular weight of Each mL of Durezol contains: They inhibit
edema, fibrin deposition, capillary dilation, leukocyte migration, capillary proliferation, fibroblast
proliferation, deposition of collagen, and scar formation associated with inflammation. There is no generally
accepted explanation for the mechanism of action of ocular corticosteroids. However, corticosteroids are
thought to act by the induction of phospholipase A2 inhibitory proteins, collectively called lipocortins. It is
postulated that these proteins control the biosynthesis of potent mediators of inflammation such as
prostaglandins and leukotreines by inhibiting the release of their common precursor arachidonic acid.
Arachidonic acid is released from membrane phospholipids by phospholipase A2. Durezol is structurally
similar to other corticosteroids. Clinical pharmacokinetic studies of Durezol after repeat ocular instillation of 2
drops of Durezol 0. An in vivo micronucleus test of Durezol in mice was also negative. Long-term studies
have not been conducted to evaluate the carcinogenic potential of Durezol. Most, if not all of these effects
were reversible after drug withdrawal. The NOEL for the subchronic and chronic toxicity tests were consistent
between species and ranged from One drop of Durezol or vehicle was self-instilled either 2 times per day or 4
times per day for 14 days, beginning the day after surgery. The presence of complete clearing a cell count of 0
was assessed 3, 8 and 15 days post surgery using a slit lamp binocular microscope. In the intent-to-treat
analyses of both studies, a significant benefit was seen in the 4 times per day DUREZOL-treated group in
ocular inflammation, at Days 8 and 15, and reduction of pain, at Days 3, 8 and 15, when compared with
placebo. The consolidated clinical trial results are provided below. The results are found in Table 1 below.
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6: Reconciling Religion and the Biological Type in Tennysonâ€™s â€œIn Memoriamâ€•
It has been shown in other species, however, that when and how reconciliation occurs, as well as who initiates
reconciliation, may be influenced by variables related to the preceding conflict and to the quality of the two opponents'
relationship (e.g. []).

Israeli troops examine destroyed Egyptian aircraft. Operation Focus was mainly conducted using French built
aircraft. Initially, both Egypt and Israel announced that they had been attacked by the other country. On 5 June
at 7: Most of the Israeli warplanes headed out over the Mediterranean Sea , flying low to avoid radar detection,
before turning toward Egypt. Others flew over the Red Sea. Sidqi Mahmoud, who were en route from al Maza
to Bir Tamada in the Sinai to meet the commanders of the troops stationed there. In any event, it did not make
a great deal of difference as the Israeli pilots came in below Egyptian radar cover and well below the lowest
point at which its SA-2 surface-to-air missile batteries could bring down an aircraft. The runway at the Arish
airfield was spared, as the Israelis expected to turn it into a military airport for their transports after the war.
Surviving aircraft were taken out by later attack waves. The operation was more successful than expected,
catching the Egyptians by surprise and destroying virtually all of the Egyptian Air Force on the ground, with
few Israeli losses. Only four unarmed Egyptian training flights were in the air when the strike began. In
addition, Egyptian radars and SAM missiles were also attacked and destroyed. The Israelis lost 19 planes,
including two destroyed in air-to-air combat and 13 downed by anti-aircraft artillery. Attacks on other Arab air
forces by Israel took place later in the day as hostilities broke out on other fronts. The large numbers of Arab
aircraft claimed destroyed by Israel on that day were at first regarded as "greatly exaggerated" by the Western
press. However, the fact that the Egyptian Air Force, along with other Arab air forces attacked by Israel, made
practically no appearance for the remaining days of the conflict proved that the numbers were most likely
authentic. Throughout the war, Israeli aircraft continued strafing Arab airfield runways to prevent their return
to usability. Meanwhile, Egyptian state-run radio had reported an Egyptian victory, falsely claiming that 70
Israeli planes had been downed on the first day of fighting. Overall, Egypt had around , troops and â€” tanks in
the Sinai, backed by 1, APCs and 1, artillery pieces. Israeli forces concentrated on the border with Egypt
included six armoured brigades , one infantry brigade, one mechanized infantry brigade, three paratrooper
brigades, giving a total of around 70, men and tanks, who were organized in three armoured divisions. They
had massed on the border the night before the war, camouflaging themselves and observing radio silence
before being ordered to advance. The Israeli plan was to surprise the Egyptian forces in both timing the attack
exactly coinciding with the IAF strike on Egyptian airfields , location attacking via northern and central Sinai
routes, as opposed to the Egyptian expectations of a repeat of the war, when the IDF attacked via the central
and southern routes and method using a combined-force flanking approach, rather than direct tank assaults.
They advanced swiftly, holding fire to prolong the element of surprise. The Egyptians had four divisions in the
area, backed by minefields, pillboxes, underground bunkers, hidden gun emplacements and trenches. The
terrain on either side of the route was impassable. The Israeli plan was to hit the Egyptians at selected key
points with concentrated armour. The Israeli plan called for the 7th Brigade to outflank Khan Yunis from the
north and the 60th Armored Brigade under Colonel Menachem Aviram would advance from the south. The
two brigades would link up and surround Khan Yunis, while the paratroopers would take Rafah. Gonen
entrusted the breakthrough to a single battalion of his brigade. A second battalion was brought up, but was
also pinned down. Meanwhile, the 60th Brigade became bogged down in the sand, while the paratroopers had
trouble navigating through the dunes. The Israelis continued to press their attack, and despite heavy losses,
cleared the Egyptian positions and reached the Khan Yunis railway junction in little over four hours. Rafah
itself was circumvented, and the Israelis attacked Sheikh Zuweid , eight miles to the southwest, which was
defended by two brigades. Though inferior in numbers and equipment, the Egyptians were deeply entrenched
and camouflaged. The Israelis were pinned down by fierce Egyptian resistance, and called in air and artillery
support to enable their lead elements to advance. Many Egyptians abandoned their positions after their
commander and several of his staff were killed. By nightfall, the Israelis had finished mopping up resistance.
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Israeli forces had taken significant losses, with Colonel Gonen later telling reporters that "we left many of our
dead soldiers in Rafah, and many burnt-out tanks. On 5 June, with the road open, Israeli forces continued
advancing towards Arish. Already by late afternoon, elements of the 79th Armored Battalion had charged
through the seven-mile long Jiradi defile, a narrow pass defended by well-emplaced troops of the Egyptian th
Infantry Brigade. In fierce fighting, which saw the pass change hands several times, the Israelis charged
through the position. The Egyptians suffered heavy casualties and tank losses, while Israeli losses stood at 66
dead, 93 wounded and 28 tanks. Emerging at the western end, Israeli forces advanced to the outskirts of Arish.
The following day, 6 June, the Israeli forces on the outskirts of Arish were reinforced by the 7th Brigade,
which fought its way through the Jiradi pass. After receiving supplies via an airdrop, the Israelis entered the
city and captured the airport at 7: The Israelis entered the city at 8: Company commander Yossi Peled
recounted that "Al-Arish was totally quiet, desolate. Suddenly, the city turned into a madhouse. Shots came at
us from every alley, every corner, every window and house. The Egyptians fired from the rooftops, from
balconies and windows. They dropped grenades into our half-tracks and blocked the streets with trucks. Our
men threw the grenades back and crushed the trucks with their tanks. All of them were taken after fierce
fighting. Gonen subsequently dispatched a force of tanks, infantry and engineers under Colonel Yisrael Granit
to continue down the Mediterranean coast towards the Suez Canal , while a second force led by Gonen himself
turned south and captured Bir Lahfan and Jabal Libni. The Egyptians also had a battalion of tank destroyers
and a tank regiment, formed of Soviet World War II armour, which included 90 T tanks, 22 SU tank
destroyers, and about 16, men. Two armoured brigades in the meantime, under Avraham Yoffe, slipped across
the border through sandy wastes that Egypt had left undefended because they were considered impassable.
Israeli infantry would clear the three trenches, while heliborne paratroopers would land behind Egyptian lines
and silence their artillery. An armoured thrust would be made at al-Qusmaya to unnerve and isolate its
garrison. Israeli Armor of the Six Day War: The Israeli advance, which had to cope with extensive minefields,
took a large number of casualties. A column of Israeli tanks managed to penetrate the northern flank of Abu
Ageila, and by dusk, all units were in position. These movements were unobserved by the Egyptians, who
were preoccupied with Israeli probes against their perimeter. Israeli infantrymen assaulted the triple line of
trenches in the east. To the west, paratroopers commanded by Colonel Danny Matt landed behind Egyptian
lines, though half the helicopters got lost and never found the battlefield, while others were unable to land due
to mortar fire. Egyptian reinforcements from Jabal Libni advanced towards Um-Katef to counterattack, but
failed to reach their objective, being subjected to heavy air attacks and encountering Israeli lodgements on the
roads. Egyptian commanders then called in artillery attacks on their own positions. The Israelis accomplished
and sometimes exceeded their overall plan, and had largely succeeded by the following day. The Egyptians
took heavy casualties, while the Israelis lost 40 dead and wounded. The main thrust at Um-Katef was stalled
due to mines and craters. After IDF engineers had cleared a path by 4: The battle ended in an Israeli victory,
with 40 Egyptian and 19 Israeli tanks destroyed. Meanwhile, Israeli infantry finished clearing out the Egyptian
trenches, with Israeli casualties standing at 14 dead and 41 wounded and Egyptian casualties at dead and taken
prisoner. The defending Egyptian battalion, outnumbered and outgunned, fiercely resisted the attack, hitting a
number of Israeli tanks. However, most of the defenders were killed, and only three Egyptian tanks, one of
them damaged, survived. Israeli Defense Minister Moshe Dayan had expressly forbidden entry into the area.
The force was immediately met with heavy artillery fire and fierce resistance from Palestinian forces and
remnants of the Egyptian forces from Rafah. By sunset, the Israelis had taken the strategically vital Ali Muntar
ridge, overlooking Gaza City , but were beaten back from the city itself. Twelve members of UNEF were also
killed. The fighting was fierce, and accounted for nearly half of all Israeli casualties on the southern front.
However, Gaza rapidly fell to the Israelis. Two Egyptian armoured brigades counterattacked, and a fierce
battle took place until the following morning. The Egyptians were beaten back by fierce resistance coupled
with airstrikes, sustaining heavy tank losses. They fled west towards Jabal Libni. Throughout the last four
days, Egyptian aircraft flew sorties against Israeli units in the Sinai. Many of the Egyptian units remained
intact and could have tried to prevent the Israelis from reaching the Suez Canal , or engaged in combat in the
attempt to reach the canal. This order effectively meant the defeat of Egypt. Meanwhile, President Nasser ,
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having learned of the results of the Israeli air strikes, decided together with Field Marshal Amer to order a
general retreat from the Sinai within 24 hours. No detailed instructions were given concerning the manner and
sequence of withdrawal.
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7: Immanuel Kant (Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy)
The Archaeopteryx estimates are three times lower than typical rates for extant precocial land birds ( g/day; P], 15 times
lower than alticial land birds ( g/day; A), and four times higher than typical rates for extant reptiles ( g/day; R).

Roll up your sleeves, pull the appropriate DMS report and begin a comparison of the month-end balances for
the parts inventory pad and the general ledger inventory. Compare the monthly receipts indicated on the pad
with the monthly purchases recorded on the general ledger. Total the purchases and sales reflected on the
general ledger journals and the sales journals and compare them with the totals on the parts management
reports. The office manager or someone designated should compare the amounts posted in the general ledger
with the amounts posted in the parts receipts pad. Look for the months with the largest discrepancies. Over
time are the discrepancies moving in the same direction? Compare the receipts journal with the sales history.
Is the discrepancy moving in the same direction? Meanwhile, the parts manager should be reviewing and
tightening his or her inventory procedures. Look at the parts counter Overrides and Exceptions Report. Any
trends evident there? The parts listed without a cost could indicate simple posting errors or they could indicate
a counterman who is too generous with the discounts. How about fluids sold but not used. This can happen
when the technician charges out five quarts of oil but uses only four or something similar. The really hard stuff
Hopefully, the source of any discrepancies was found back in a review of the usual suspects. This will take a
lot of time. Start with the purchase journal. Do receipts match the inventory additions? Do receipts line up
with sales volume? Does the cost of sales in the general ledger match the cost of sales in the parts pad? It
includes some additions of data that are essential to good inventory management. It has deleted some data that
is no longer effective or that has been replaced by a measurement that is more precise or defining of the
efficiency and productivity and profitability of the parts department. The most important addition is a
measurement from the service department, the prime customer of the parts department and the "face" of CSI to
the marketplace; it is service efficiency that really defines how well the parts department has fed the
technicians who in turn move the cars into and out of the service department. This monthly checklist is a
summary of important interpretive data for the Dealer, General Manager and Parts Manager. The information
is derived from the following sources: The dealership financial statement; 2. The monthly summary data from
the computer system or the same information taken from report generators ; 3. Specific purchase information usually available from the Factory. Included in this is additional information taken from the accounts payable
records from the detailed general ledger; 4. Specialized information from the DMS system the accessibility of
this information will vary from system to system ; 5. This summary is intended to be just that - a summary and not an all inclusive discussion of the background and source of the numbers. The detailed information is
found in great detail in the Manuals produced by Nicholes Capital Management and is available from the
company. A new version of the manual, accommodating this newer checklist is also available. To get more
detailed information go to www. These are the part number records in the computer systems that are
monitored by the system for sales activity and other information. Not all of these numbers are considered part
of the physical stock on hand, but rather a list of all part numbers that have been requested, or inquired about,
from the parts department. This number represents the cost of the part currently shown on the master tape of
the manufacturer. It is updated frequently and represents the replacement value of the inventory on the shelf not necessarily the amount paid for the parts. A comparison between line 3, the reconciled inventory and line
10, the figure from the financial statement, will and should be made continuously. This figure is similar to that
seen at the completion of an annual physical inventory. It is this figure that should be compared monthly, with
line 10, the figure for inventory from the general ledger. See the Reconciliation Sheet at the end of this
summary. Most of these should not have in theory an on-hand value. The use of this feature in a computer
system is, in the opinion of the writer, second only in importance to the production of a stock order. The
feature enables the parts department to pre-test every number that presents itself at the counters or on the
phone with the possibility of stocking the number once sufficient demand has been established. In theory, the
on-hand value of non-stock numbers should be zero. Any ongoing increase in this figure should be looked at
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very seriously and could be the cause of an increase in obsolescence or purchase speculation on the part of the
parts department. These lines are shaded together on the checklist to distinguish them as having a relationship
with each other and also to emphasize that they are annualized from the financial statement. Although this is a
monthly analysis, the annualization of some of the figures is necessary in order to obtain guidelines that are
recognized within the industry. Any annualization must be done before any elective or mandated parts
transfers of gross profit to another department service department. Gross Sales annualized is a simple formula
arrived at by taking the year-to-date figure from the statement, dividing the number by the months it
represents, and multiplying the result by This figure does not have, in and of itself, any guideline. However,
when trending the checklist, month to month, it would be desirable if there is an increase over the previous
year or month. Gross Profit annualized is Gross sales minus cost-of-sales. This also has no fixed guideline but
it would be a goal of the parts department to see an increase of the profit from month to month. Annualization
is done in the same manner mentioned in the calculation of Gross sales. Cost-of-Sales annualized is calculated
by subtracting gross profit from gross sales. This figure can be roughly defined as the cost of doing business or
the total annualized dollars spent by the parts manager for the parts purchased year-to-date and annualized for
the year. This is an important figure in that it is used in several other calculations in the checklist and in the
analysis of the efficiency and productivity of the parts department. Gross Profit Margin is expressed as a
percentage and is calculated by dividing the gross profit by the gross sales. However, before any judgment can
be made on the gross margin in the parts department a detailed analysis of the selling gross profit, by sales
type, and the accompanying percentage of business in that type must be made. If the parts department had
policies using a matrix or changed the margin in sales to the new car department, body shop, mechanical shop,
wholesale or front retail counter - these also could reflect in the overall margin. Before any analysis of the
margin is done, review the sales by sales type chart first. A judgment of this figure is also done before any
transfer to another department. Inventory Financial Statement also called an actual cash value of the inventory
is taken from the financial statement for the month being analyzed. In the case of dealerships using LIFO
accounting in the parts department, the LIFO reserve should be noted on line 11 and included in the number
shown on line LIFO reserve, if any, is noted on line Again, it is important in reviewing the parts department
that the inventory before any accounting adjustment such as LIFO is done. There is no guide, nor opinion
offered, on the use of this method of accounting and it left totally to the decision of the dealer principle and the
accountants if it is to be used. Gross Turn Ratio is referred to by many other names such as: It is however a
ratio and does not define or truly measure the number of times the dealerships parts investment turned relative
to purchases. This figure is one of the oldest in use in the automotive and heavy duty truck industries, and
many other similar industries. It is a ratio between dollars bought cost-of-sales and dollars stocked inventory
value on the shelf. It does not tell the dealer, or anyone else for that matter, the true efficiency of the
investment - that is done with other calculations. As a rough guideline the following is offered: These lines are
shaded together because of the relationship they have with each other. Four lines are given on this generic
checklist - three could be used and the number could be expanded for multiple line dealerships if desired. The
designation of this category of evaluation to Purchase Efficiency was begun in and continues to the current
day. These purchases often include, but are not limited to, discounts, obsolescence return credits, free freight,
etc. The most important aspect of this category is that the parts, when needed by the customer, especially the
technician, are available on demand thus increasing the efficiency and profitability of the technician. The
source of this information is from the manufacturer. Some manufacturers make this data readily available and
easy to obtain a few do not however. This category is one of three that will be used, in connection with a
purchase efficiency guideline, in the parts department. This is often not a popular category with the
manufacturer, but it is, nonetheless, an efficient purchase made by the parts manager which, in return for
increased discounts or availability, afford the user instant availability the technicians and thus increase the
efficiency in the service department in the dealership. The purchase of this category of parts increases the
cost-of-sales and affects the gross margin and gross sales in the parts department. In this category, the parts
manager did not have an option of stock order or not and purchased what was necessary, when it was
necessary, to fill the need of the mechanical shop or body shop. Because these parts are processed in a sales
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function as all the others and because the parts manager had no purchase option, they are deemed to have been
purchased as efficiently as possible and are therefore included in the analysis. To omit these purchases, which
could be very large in the case of the dealership having a body shop, would be to dilute the end numbers
severely and improperly reflect poor purchasing efficiency when just the opposite is the case. This category is
one of the three that will be used, in connection with a purchase efficiency guideline, in the parts department.
Total Efficient Purchases or Purchases for Stock Dollar totals from lines designate the total dollar amount that
the part department purchased in such a way as to be deemed efficient purchases which, in turn, increased the
efficiency of other departments - such as the mechanical and body shops. No guide is given here for this
number; it is used in the calculation of Total Purchase Efficiency on line Total efficient purchases on line 16
divided by the annualized cost-of-sales on line 8. The desired figure for this calculation is heavily influenced
by the frequency of stock order - daily, RIM, or weekly - and the level of total purchase efficiency. The
desired results are as follows: Total Excess Stock is a calculation that tells the dealer and parts manager the
total dollar amount of inventory that is in excess of the current calculated buying guides. The formula is as
follows: All obsolescence is excess, but not all excess is obsolete Some computer systems have these reports
built into the user programs, while others need to use a report generator to obtain the report. The total value of
the report should be the amount that is in excess and not the on-hand value of the part number. Unfortunately,
this error is found in one major system.
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8: The Epistle to the Galatians | www.enganchecubano.com
The poet continues to doubt his original conviction from Section God's plan for man requires "that nothing walks with
aimless feet;/ That not one life shall be destroy'd,/ Or case as rubbish to the void" [lines ].

Both members of an elite society of intellectuals known as the Apostles, Tennyson and Hallam developed an
intimate friendship that survived college and extended into adult life. The sections were written at many
different places, and as the phases of our intercourse came to my memory and suggested them. I did not write
them with any view of weaving them into a whole, or for publication, until I found that I had written so many.
The different moods of sorrow as in a drama are dramatically given, and my conviction that fear, doubts, and
suffering will find answer and relief only through Faith in a God of Love. Religious typology, conventionally,
is a Christian form of biblical interpretation that claims to discover divinely intended anticipations of Christ
and His word in the Old Testament. Typological symbolism infiltrated works of art and literature in the
Victorian era, rendering biblical imagery particularly characteristic of mid to late nineteenth-century England.
Hallam, iconographic of both the religious and biological types present in In Memoriam, prefigures the second
coming of Christ religious typology and the progressive evolutionary enhancement of man biological
typology. Whereof the man, that with me trod This planet, was a noble type Appearing ere the times were ripe,
That friend of mine who lives in God, That God, which ever lives and loves, One God, one law, one element,
And one far-off divine event, To which the whole creation moves. Historically, religion and science represent
conflicting spheres of thought: Strong Son of God, immortal Love Whom we, that have not seen they face, By
faith, and faith alone, embrace, Believing where we cannot prove [lines ]. We have but faith: I trust he lives in
thee, and there I find him worthier to be loved. Forgive these wild and wandering cries, Confusions of a
wasted youth; Forgive them where they fail in truth, And in thy wisdom make me wise. The wish, that of the
living whole No life may fail beyond the grave, Derives it not from what we have The likest God within the
soul? Are God and Nature then at strife, That Nature lends such evil dreams? Tennyson continues his
exploration of the phenomenon of natural selection and the biological type in Section 56 of In Memoriam. In
the first six lines of the section, Tennyson personifies Nature as a seemingly ruthless destructor of types, or
species: From scarped cliff and quarried stone She cries, "A thousand types are gone: I care for nothing, all
shall go. I bring to life, I bring to death: The poet continues to doubt his original conviction from Section In
other words, everything serves a greater purpose and God divinely preordains that purpose. The ultimate fate
of the soul, thus, cannot be irrevocably linked with the fate of the human body: That fact, however, does not
prevent the communion of disembodied souls in the afterlife. The opening stanza contains an allusion to 1
Corinthians All will be revealed at the moment of death and, until then, one must trust in God regardless of
the difficult trials faced by the human soul. Works Cited Landow, George P. Victorian Types, Victorian
Shadows:
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9: Durezol drug & pharmaceuticals. Durezol available forms, doses, prices
A comparison between line #3, the reconciled inventory and line #10, the figure from the financial statement, will and
should be made continuously. 3. Reconciled Inventory.

Authentic Apostleship 2 Cor. She had lost the directions to our house and asked if I could give her and her
husband directions from where they were. After hanging up the phone, my wife Jeannette, who had been
standing nearby, asked who was on the phone. Our minds racing, we wondered, had we made an appointment
for counseling we had forgotten? Had we invited someone to dinner and forgotten it and them? The couple
arrived, in two cars, with out-of-state license plates. The young woman greeted me warmly. The young
woman was the daughter of some friends from the past, but we had known her only as an infant, not as a
young married woman. She and her husband had just come to town, having made arrangements to visit other
friends for dinner and to spend the night before coming to church the next day. They had forgotten they were
to have dinner with the other friends, so when they became lost and needed directions, they called us by
mistake. I was not losing my mind after all. We had not made some terrible mistake. We were delighted to
renew our acquaintance. Mistaken identities are not always so humorous and enjoyable. The Corinthian
church has a very serious problem with mistaken identities. In the church at Corinth, there is a problem of
mistaken identity concerning spirituality. Some think they are spiritual because they feel free to participate in
pagan idol worship chapters Some think themselves more spiritual than others because of the spiritual gifts
they possess or because of the public nature of their ministry chapters Some criticize and look down upon
Paul and his gospel, claiming they are genuine apostles when they are actually servants of Satan 2 Corinthians
In our text, Paul defends authentic apostleship by defining what it is. In his earlier First Corinthian epistle,
certain things made the apostles distasteful, even shameful, to some Corinthians see chapter 4, verses As I
interpret it, this detail is important because it is the principle statement of the passage, and the others are
supportive. Viewing the structure of our passage in this way helps to explain the emphasis we find in verses
The most lengthy portion of our text is all about the sufferings of Paul and his colleagues in the gospel
ministry. What does this have to do with the whole passage? Ambassadoring is about preaching the gospel to
the lost, urging saints to live according to the gospel, and suffering in a godly way for the cause of the gospel.
Let us proceed with our exposition based upon this assumption concerning the structure of our text. I wish to
highlight two things Paul says in verses 18 and 19 in relationship to his words in verse First, I believe Paul
speaks of the ministry of reconciliation as being given to the apostles in particular, and only secondarily to all
believers. This is why, when they entreat men, begging them to be reconciled to God, they do so as though
God were speaking and entreating through them. Second, I believe Paul defines here what he means by
reconciliation. It is possible to speak and think of wayward sinners being reconciled to God, but I do not think
this is the sense in which it is used here. Indeed, the dominant meaning of the term reconciliation is the
reconciliation of lost sinners. Reconciliation here is virtually synonymous with salvation. How can Paul beg
people in the church to be reconciled to God if reconciliation is the salvation of lost sinners? The answer is not
nearly as difficult as we might think. How can we possibly assume that every church member is saved? More
specifically, how can we assume that every Corinthian church member is saved, especially in the light of the
doctrinal and moral problems Paul has already exposed in his letters to this church? Paul does not assume that
everyone who attends church is saved. He does not even assume that everyone who professes to be saved is
saved. Paul assumes that in a church which has so many serious problems, it is likely that some who gather
with the saints are not saved. He assumes, for example, that there may be visitors who are lost: At the end of
this epistle, he challenges the Corinthians to give serious thought as to whether or not they are truly saved: Or
do you not recognize this about yourselves, that Jesus Christ is in youâ€”unless indeed you fail the test? And
so, my friend, if the Apostle Paul can appeal to those who gather with the Corinthian saints, begging them to
be reconciled to God, is it not appropriate for me to urge you to be saved as well? This should certainly not
offend anyone who is truly born again John 3: Just being with Christians does not make you a Christian. Even
professing to be a Christian does not save you. I beg of you, on behalf of Christ, be reconciled to God. Once
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again, Paul speaks on behalf of God. Thus, all of the apostles speak the same thing when they speak for God to
men. I believe Paul speaks here of the danger the Corinthian believers face of having started well and then
being led astray, so that their lives fall short of what the grace of God is designed and provided to produce in
them. Paul warns the Galatians of this very thing: Having begun by the Spirit, are you now being perfected by
the flesh? Jewish legalists have crept in among the Corinthians, supposing their Jewishness makes them
superior to mere Gentiles who are in the faith. They advocate teachings and practices which they claim are a
part of the old covenant and which they wrongly suppose are superior to the new. If the Corinthians buy this
heresy, they will have been turned from grace to law, and they will fail to reach the doctrinal and moral
maturity for which God made provision. Paul simply urges the Corinthians to press on toward the goal of their
salvationâ€”by the same means as they were savedâ€”by grace see Philippians 3: This is a very serious matter
for Christians of all ages. All too often, Christians assume that once they are saved they have arrived.
Salvation has three dimensions: Salvation is the starting point, and salvation has a final goal. Having been
saved, we must press on to maturity in Christ. We should not be like the Hebrews who became stagnant in
their faith: Sinners are called to be reconciled to God, to be saved from their sins by faith in Jesus Christ.
Saints are called to obedience, to grow up to maturity in Christ. And this growth is not done in isolation, but as
a part of a body that is working together in unity and harmony: No wonder Paul is concerned about the
Corinthians! They are divided into little competitive cliques. Some are looking to their leaders or to their own
gifts as a basis for boasting over others. Those at Corinth who are lost need to be saved, and those who are
saved need to grow up in unity to maturity. If they fail to do so, they have received the grace of God in vain.
They have been saved from their sins, but they have failed to reach the goal of their salvation by grace. It is
also their task to call believers to growth and maturity. And this is what Paul and his fellow-apostles are
continuing to do. Those who claim to be apostles and do not do the same clearly are not authentic apostles.
Paul buttresses his appeal in verse 1 with a quotation from Isaiah in verse 2: He then quotes this text in Isaiah
49, verse 8. Look especially at verse 4: God speaks to disheartened Israel to assure her that her labors are not
in vain. Through His death, burial, and resurrection, God has fulfilled His promise of salvation. That day has
come. This means that all our labors, all our sufferings are not in vain. Why then should we become slack and
undisciplined, so that we receive the grace of God in vain by not striving toward the goal of our salvation? The
doubts and fears expressed by ancient Israelites, because the promised day was distant, are not excusable, but
they are understandable. However, for those upon whom the ends of the ages have come in Christ 1
Corinthians Christ has come, the day of salvation is now. We have every reason to labor diligently, knowing
our labor and suffering are not in vain. We have no reason to give up and every reason to press on in our
relationship with Christ. First, Paul purposes to give no cause for offense in anything. Second, he and his
fellow-apostles are suffering greatly as servants of God. Third, in the midst of all this, they are manifesting
godly character through the ministry of the Holy Spirit in them. Fourth, they are employing godly means and
methods. Let us pause to consider each of these four dimensions. It is very important that we understand what
Paul does and does not say here. Paul does not say that he avoids offending unbelievers altogether. Paul says,
in effect, that he is scrupulous to avoid offending anyone unnecessarily and in a way that adversely affects the
gospel, which is the heart and soul of their ministry. Paul has already told us that the message of the gospel is
offensive to the unbeliever: The gospel does not flatter lost men; it condemns them as guilty sinners.
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